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2024 RACKETS
PADEL OF THE FUTURE, NOW



QUALITY CERTIFICATED

All the rackets in the new collection have certified quality with the seal created 
by Testea Padel, the independent reference laboratory located at the Universitat 
Politècnica de València.

“Testea’s quality certificate consists of a series of laboratory tests designed based 
upon three objectives: firstly to ensure that all units of the same model behave 
in a similar way; secondly to verify the correct resistance to fatigue assuring that 
the racket does not rapidly lose performance with usage and, finally, to check the 
correct breakage resistance of both the frame and the face of the racket” explains 
Jordi Piedra, CEO and Co-Founder of Testea Padel. 

In order to obtain the Testea Padel seal, padel rackets are subjected to very de-
manding breakage tests, both on the frame and faces, as well as durability tests. 
All of them carried out in a testing laboratory specifically designed for the pur-
pose.   T
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TECHNOLOGIES

PULSE SYSTEM
Reduction of the vibrations transmitted to the player’s hand through 
the insertion of side rubbers that run from the base of the frame to 
the cap at the bottom of the racket.

EOS FLAP
Improvement in the racket’s aerodynamics and maneuverability 
with side perforations at the base of the frame. The combination of 
design and engineering is reflected in a better gaming experience 
for users, with a distribution of the racket’s mass that results in 
increased striking speed and a heightened sense of control.

NOX CUSTOM GRIP®

Patented technology by NOX and certified by Testea Padel, now 
included as a standard feature in all Luxury rackets from the 2023-
24 collection. It increases grip by 52% and reduces the vibrations 
transmitted to your hand by 29%.
A fully customizable system ideal for players with perspiration 
issues or epicondylitis.

NEW MOLDS, NEW TECHNOLOGIES,
INCREASED COMFORT
The new Luxury Series 2024 is completely revamped. Our team 
of engineers has designed new molds and streamlined the edges 
on the frames to enhance maneuverability. We’ve also added extra 
grip length (10 millimeters) to improve hold and optimize weight 
distribution in the racket. These new molds, combined with the 
incorporated technologies, make the new Luxury Series 2024 a 
collection of padel rackets that are ahead of their time.



TECNOLOGÍAS

SMARTSTRAP®

Would you like to be able to change the strap on your racket?

Nox Smartstrap® is the pioneering system of replaceable straps, now evolved into a compact piece 
for greater durability and safety. It’s more hygienic, secure, and customizable.

The implementation of this system aims to offer padel players an option that completely suits their 
preferences, allowing them to apply a bracelet-style, braided, or sliding knot grip cord.

It allows for replacement due to breakage, wear, or washing.



TECNOLOGÍAS

PADEL OF THE 
FUTURE, NOW

CARBON 18K Alum
Aluminized 18K carbon that provides a solid 
and comfortable feel and greater resistance to 
temperature changes.

CARBON 18K
Maximum stiffness and strength while 
maintaining the racket’s lightness thanks to 
the finest interlaced carbon microfilaments.

CARBON 12K
Carbon achieved by interweaving horizontal 
and vertical carbon threads. By achieving 
more stiffness it’s a thinner carbonz, and so, 
it weights around 25% less. We reduce the 
racket weight without losing stiffness nor 
durability.

FIBER CARBON 3K
The 3K weave is achieved by interweaving the 
fiber threads to form small squares. In our case 
we use a 3K fiber with a higher grammage 
than normal carbon fiber to attain a more 
durable product.

FIBER GLASS 3K
Fiber glass with a metallized finish in order 
to give the material a level of rigidity that is 
between carbon and fiber glass.

FIBER GLASS Silver
Fiber glass face. Lots of flexibility and comfort 
when striking the ball.

MBE Multilayered Black Eva
Core of the racket build based on several 
layers of different materials in contrast to the 
classic Eva Core or Foam used in traditional 
rackets.

HR3 Core
High density HR3 rubber core, with the 
greatest memory effect thus attaining greater 
hitting power.

HR3 Black EVa
HR3 high density EVA core with maximum 
memory effect.
This results in greater power in your shots and 
ball output.

HRS Core+
The core has rubber that is even denser than 
the HR3. It increases the speed with which the 
racket core recovers its state prior to striking 
the ball. This rubber attains maximum power.

HR2 Core+
Low density HR2 rubber core. Thanks to its 
lightness it is always used on rackets where 
the aim is for the ball to enter the core a little 
more and for it to feel softer.

CARBON Frame
Carbon frame. By using this material in the 
frames we provide the frame, and racket in 
general, with greater rigidity and durability.

DCS Dynamic Composite Structure
By using a greater amount of material from the 
frame up to four centimeters inside the racket 
face we minimize the difference in toughness 
between the frame and the face. Thus, when 
the ball is hit with the outer areas of the racket 
we minimize the possible cutting of fibers that 
could occur when the rubber sinks in.

ROUGH Surface
Rough surface on the top layer of the racket 
face. It can be created using pre-moulded 
plastic or with a bath in low-grammage silica 
sand. This roughness attains more effective 
shots.

AVS Anti Vibration System
Rubber pieces embedded in the racket frame 
to absorb potential vibrations that occur 
when the ball is not hit in the center of the 
racket.

OVERSIZE Grip
Smart Strap is the Nox ultimate technology 
added to the new racket collection that will 
allow you to easily replace the cord.

EOS Flap
Side perforations designed to increase the 
maneuverability of the racket and distribute 
the weight so that you have a fast and lethal 
racket in your hands.

PULSE System
Reduction of vibrations transmitted to the 
player’s hand with the insertion of lateral 
rubber bands that go from the base of the 
frame to the bottom of the racket.

CUSTOMGRIP
Technology patented by NOX and certified 
by Testea Pádel. Increases grip by 52% and 
reduces vibrations that are transmitted to 
your hand by 29%. A fully customizable 
system optimal for players with sweating or 
epicondylitis problems.

TEXTURE 3D
Rough finish applied to the outermost layer of 
the racket face to enhance the spin on shots 
without compromising the durability of the 
rough texture.

SMARTSTRAP
The Nox Smart Strap is the latest technolo-
gy implemented in the new racket collection, 
allowing you to change the grip cord quickly 
and easily.

EXCLUSIVE Spin
Innovative technology that includes two types 
of rough finishes on the surface of the racket 
face: the 3D hexagonal finish located in the 
center of the racket and the sandy finish on 
the rest. With this dual roughness, we achieve 
greater control and the ability to impart more 
spin to the ball. Molded with a low-weight 
silica sand bath, this roughness results in shots 
with more spin.



SERIES:
LIMITED EDITION

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603195805

PACK AT Genius Limited Edition

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight 360 - 375g

Width 38 mm

Frame Carbon

Core MLD Black Eva

Layers Carbon Fiber 18K

Shape Teardrop

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 5
BOX MEASUREMENTS:
47X40X45 cm

REFERENCE

PACKPATLTDD
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LIMITED EDITION SERIES

Discover the new AT2 Genius LTD Edition 2024 pack, the jewel of the crown in the 2024 NOX rackets 
collection. A unique and limited pack, available in only 5000 units. The pack includes:
 
AT2 Genius LTD Edition 2024 Racket.
Incorporating the latest technologies and new molds, with the combination of 18K Carbon and 
multi-layered MLD Black EVA, we provide a solid and consistent touch, perfect for your performance 
on the court. Additionally, with the new EOS FLAP, Exclusive SPIN+ and Pulse System technology, 
we enhance the maneuverability and playability of the racket, making it faster and more precise 
than ever.
 
The racket’s grip has also been improved. On one hand, the length has been extended by 1 cm to 
facilitate gripping with two-handed shots. And as if that weren’t enough, our patented NOX Custom 
Grip® technology, certified by Testea Padel for increased grip and vibration reduction, comes stan-
dard with the racket. A system entirely customizable to the dimensions of your hand.
 
Two elegant black NOX wristbands with the logo in silver color.
 
Two overgrips and two Smartstrap® safety straps with exclusive designs, so you can customize 
your racket to your liking.
 
A keychain replica of the AT2 Genius LTD Edition 2024 racket exclusively designed for the LTD 
pack.
 
Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.
 



SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603195836

AT10 Luxury GENIUS 18K Alum by Agustín Tapia

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

MLD Black Eva

Carbon Alum 18K

Teardrop

REFERENCE

PAT10GENIUS18D

The new padel racket of Agustín Tapia for the 2024 season is a total technological revolution. New 
mold, new materials and new technologies for you to feel today the padel of the future.

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable 
The new combination of materials, with the 18K aluminized 18K Alum carbon fiber in communion with 
the multilayer core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and 
intermediate hardness.
In addition, the properties of the aluminized carbon fiber are more resistant to temperature changes, 
reducing changes in the feel of the racket caused by temperature changes.

Less vibration, more grip  
The handle of the racket is the point of union between your body and your racket and for this reason 
we have also paid special attention to this area of the racket. On the one hand we have incorporated 
the Pulse System technology, two rubber bands designed to absorb vibrations. In addition, now as 
standard the entire Luxury range incorporates the patented NOX Custom Grip technology® and 
certified by Testea Padel to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm
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SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603195829

AT Luxury ATTACK 18K Alum by Agustín Tapia

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

MLD Black Eva

Carbon Alum 18K

Diamond

REFERENCE

PATGENIUSATD

Designed with Agustín Tapia for the 2024 season for all those players looking for maximum aggres-
siveness in their attacking shots with a diamond-shaped blade format. New mold, new materials and 
new technologies for you to feel today the padel of the future.

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable
The new combination of materials, with the 18K carbon fiber in communion with the multilayer 
core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and medium-high 
hardness.

Less vibration, more grip  
The handle of the racquet is the link between your body and your racquet, which is why we have also 
paid special attention to this area of the racquet. On the one hand we have incorporated the Pulse 
System technology, two bands designed to absorb vibrations. Inaddition, now as standard the entire 
Luxury range incorporates the patented technology NOX Custom Grip® and certified by Testea Padel 
to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

Certified Quality 
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm
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SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603195843

AT10 Luxury GENIUS 12K by Agustín Tapia

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

MLD Black Eva

Carbon 12K

Teardrop

REFERENCE

PAT10GENIUS18D

Designed with Agustín Tapia for the 2024 season, it is a total technological revolution. New mold, new 
materials and new technologies for you to feel today the padel of the future.

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable
The new combination of materials, with the 12K carbon fiber in communion with the multilayer 
core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and medium-high 
hardness.

Less vibration, more grip
The handle of the racquet is the link between your body and your racquet, which is why we have also 
paid special attention to this area of the racquet. On the one hand we have incorporated the Pulse 
System technology, two bands designed to absorb vibrations. Inaddition, now as standard the entire 
Luxury range incorporates the patented technology NOX Custom Grip® and certified by Testea Padel 
to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

AT10 Luxury Genius 18K Alum or 12K?
Both rackets have been designed together with the Mozart of Catamarca, Agustín Tapia. Both the 
18K Alum and the 12K share the same mold, core and technologies, the only difference between them 
being the face material. Which one to choose? Our recommendation: AT10 Luxury Genius 18K Alum 
if you are looking for an intermediate feel and AT 10 Luxury Genius 12K if you are looking for a stiffer 
feel.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm
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SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195850

ML10 Luxury Shotgun 18K by Miguel Lamperti

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Carbon 18K

Diamond

REFERENCE

PML10LUXSHOTD

Designed with Miguel Lamperti for the 2024 season for all those players looking for maximum 
aggressiveness in their attacking shots with a diamond-shaped blade format. New mold and new 
technologies for you to feel today the padel of the future. And of course, with the classic NOX HR3 
rubber, the one preferred by the Canoso from Bahia Blanca.

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable
The new combination of materials, with the 18K carbon fiber in communion with the multilayer 
core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and medium-high 
hardness.

Less vibration, more grip  
The handle of the racquet is the link between your body and your racquet, which is why we have also 
paid special attention to this area of the racquet. On the one hand we have incorporated the Pulse 
System technology, two bands designed to absorb vibrations. Inaddition, now as standard the entire 
Luxury range incorporates the patented technology NOX Custom Grip® and certified by Testea Padel 
to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm
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SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195867

ML10 Luxury Bahia 12K by Miguel Lamperti

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Carbon 12K

Teardrop

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

REFERENCE

PML10LUXBAHIAD

Designed with Miguel Lamperti for the 2024 season for all those players with a versatile style and 
looking for the best balance between power and control. New mold and new technologies for you to 
feel today the padel of the future. And of course, with the classic NOX HR3 rubber, the one preferred 
by the “Canoso” from Bahía Blanca

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable
The new combination of materials, with the 18K carbon fiber in communion with the multilayer 
core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and medium-high 
hardness.

Less vibration, more grip  
The handle of the racquet is the link between your body and your racquet, which is why we have also 
paid special attention to this area of the racquet. On the one hand we have incorporated the Pulse 
System technology, two bands designed to absorb vibrations. Inaddition, now as standard the entire 
Luxury range incorporates the patented technology NOX Custom Grip® and certified by Testea Padel 
to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
LUXURY

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195874

ML10 PRO CUP Luxury. Miguel Lamperti’s racket

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Carbon 3K

Round

REFERENCIA

PML10PCOORLUXD

The revolution of a classic. Awarded in 2023 as Best Hybrid style racquet with predominance of con-
trol by Testea Padel, the ML10 Pro Cup Luxury 2024 by Miguel Lamperti incorporates modifications 
in the mold and new technologies to make it the classic of the future. But with the classic NOX HR3 
rubber, the one preferred by the “Canoso” from Bahía Blanca.

More balance, more speed
The edges of the profiles have been profiled to increase aerodynamics, the grip has been lengthened 
to facilitate grip, but what stands out most is the incorporation of EOS Flap technology, side perfo-
rations designed to increase the manageability of the racket and distribute the weight distribution so 
that you have a fast and lethal racket in your hands.

Comfortable, solid and reliable
The new combination of materials, with the 18K carbon fiber in communion with the multilayer 
core MLD Black Eva gives it a very comfortable feel while preserving a solid feel and medium-high 
hardness.

Less vibration, more grip  
The handle of the racquet is the link between your body and your racquet, which is why we have also 
paid special attention to this area of the racquet. On the one hand we have incorporated the Pulse 
System technology, two bands designed to absorb vibrations. Inaddition, now as standard the entire 
Luxury range incorporates the patented technology NOX Custom Grip® and certified by Testea Padel 
to increase grip and reduce vibrations.
It includes the pioneering system of replaceable safety laces. Smartstrap®, now evolved into a com-
pact piece for increased strength and safety.. More hygienic, safer and more customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LUXURY SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
FUTURE

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195881

LA10 Future by Leo Augsburger

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

EV50

Carbon Alum 12K

Diamond

REFERENCE

PLA10FUT

LA10 Future 2024. Leo Augsburger’s Racket

If something defines Leo Augsburger’s playing style, it’s aggressiveness. Leo doesn’t speculate; he 
goes all out, and if the ball flies even an inch higher than it should, you’re in trouble. If you identify 
with this direct, fast, and powerful playing style, then you’ll find your ideal racket in the LA10 Future. 
It’s a diamond-shaped padel with EV50 rubber enhanced by 12K Aluminized Carbon Fiber. Additio-
nally, it incorporates the AVS lateral anti-vibration system and faces with a rough finish to facilitate 
spin shots.

All of this in a spectacular design that combines visible carbon, silver accents, and red details.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

FUTURE SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
FUTURE

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195898

TL10 Future by Tino Libaak

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

EV50

Carbon Alum 12K

Teardrop

REFERENCE

PTL10FUT

TL10 Future 2024 - Tino Libaak’s Racket

Designed for one of the most promising young drive players, Tino Libaak. A teardrop-shaped 
racket that stands out for its adaptability to various match situations, allowing you to handle play 
from the baseline with a powerful ball exit thanks to the EV50 core. Simultaneously, it is quick and 
maneuverable at the net, where Tino unleashes his potential with lightning-fast backhand volleys, now 
enhanced by the 12K Aluminized Carbon Fiber.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

FUTURE SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
FUTURE

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
100/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603195904

VK10 Future by Aranzazu Osoro

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

EV50

Carbon Alum 12K

Round

REFERENCE

PVK10FUT

FUTURE SERIES

Introducing the new Nox VK10 FUTURE 2024 Racket, Aranzazu Osoro’s Racket.

The new VK10 retains aspects of its predecessor, such as the round format and the high-reactivity 
EV50 rubber for controlling the game from the back of the court. However, it introduces a new 
feature with a finish in 12K Aluminized Carbon Fiber for a comfortable and solid feel.

The VK10 FUTURE includes the pioneering Smartstrap® replaceable safety cord system. It enhances 
the hygiene and safety of your racket by allowing you to easily replace the cord without voiding the 
warranty, as there is no need to manipulate the bottom cap. More customization options at your 
fingertips!

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the faces of 
the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
PRO

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POTENCIA:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603195911

AT Pro Cup Genius

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass Silver 3K

Teardrop

REFERENCE

PATPCOOR

What if we were to combine the materials from Agustín Tapia’s AT10 mold with the classic 
Miguel Lamperti ML10 Pro Cup? It would result in an absolutely insane racket. The AT Pro 
Cup brings together the standout features of both: it’s as maneuverable and quick as the 
AT10, yet comfortable and solid like the ML10.

It includes the replaceable Smartstrap® safety cord system, now evolved into a more 
compact piece for increased strength and safety. It’s more hygienic, more secure, and more 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

PRO SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
PRO

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603192545

ML10 Pro Cup Rough Surface edition

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass Silver 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PML10ROUGH23

The total racket. Once tested, nobody wants to quit using it: comfortable, solid, powerful 
and durable. It is identical in all aspects to its sister ML10 Pro Cup with the exception of the 
face finish as the ML10 Pro Cup Rough 2023 incorporates silica sand on the faces for greater 
spin on the shots.

This padel racket includes the pioneering Smartstrap® replaceable safety cord system, now 
evolved into a compact piece for greater security and durability. More hygienic, safer and 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

PRO SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
PRO

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603192552

ML10 Pro Cup Coorp

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass Silver 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PML10PCOOR23

The total racket. Once tested, nobody wants to quit using it: comfortable, solid, powerful 
and durable. The ML10 Pro Cup Classic 2023 is a padel racket suitable for any type of player. 
If you have doubts when buying a racket, the Pro Cup will never disappoint you. It is one 
of the best selling rackets in history and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. A 
true classic.

This padel racket includes the pioneering Smartstrap® replaceable safety cord system, now 
evolved into a compact piece for greater security and durability. More hygienic, safer and 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

PRO SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
PRO

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
100/100

EAN:
8436603192569

ML10 Pro Cup Silver

350 - 365g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass Silver 3K

Round

REFERENCIA

PML10PRCUSIL23

The total racket. Once tested, nobody wants to quit using it: comfortable, solid, powerful 
and durable. The ML10 Pro Cup Silver 2023 is a padel racket suitable for any type of player. 
If you have doubts when buying a racket, the Pro Cup Silver will never disappoint you. It is 
one of the best selling rackets in history and the first racket developed by Miguel Lamperti. 
A true classic.

100% identical to the ML10 Pro Cup, the ML10 Pro Cup Silver 2023 has a lower weight range 
to adapt to the strength of female players.

This padel racket includes the pioneering Smartstrap® replaceable safety cord system, now 
evolved into a compact piece for greater security and durability. More hygienic, safer and 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

PRO SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
ADVANCED

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
85/100

EAN:
8436603195928

EQUATION Advanced

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Round

REFERENCIA

PEQUADVD

The best padel racket for intermediate-level players in 2022, according to the prestigious 
Swedish product evaluation firm Testfakta. 

The EQUATION Advanced combines maneuverability, control, and precision with a great feel 
and an extensive sweet spot provided by the combination of rubber used in professional 
paddles. It features a medium balance, a carbon frame, and an anti-vibration system to 
protect players from injuries.

The rough texture of its faces, achieved through 3D transparent sheets, will help players 
impart greater spin to their shots. 

It also includes the replaceable Smartstrap® safety cord system, now evolved into a more 
compact piece for increased strength and safety. It’s more hygienic, more secure, and more 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

ADVANCED SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
ADVANCED

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
90/100

CONTROL:
85/100

EAN:
8436603195935

EQUATION Light Advanced

350 - 365g

38 mm

Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PEQULIADVD

The best padel racket for intermediate-level players in 2022, according to the prestigious 
Swedish product evaluation firm Testfakta.

The EQUATION LADY Advanced combines maneuverability, control, and precision with 
a great feel and an extensive sweet spot provided by the rubber combination used in 
professional paddles.

The Equation Lady Advanced features a medium balance, a carbon frame, and an anti-vibra-
tion system to protect players from injuries. The “Lady” version is exactly the same as the 
Equation Advanced, with the only modifications being cosmetic and the available weight 
range (lower) for the racket.

The rough texture of its faces, achieved through 3D transparent sheets, will help players 
impart greater spin to their shots.

It also includes the replaceable Smartstrap® safety cord system, now evolved into a more 
compact piece for increased strength and safety. It’s more hygienic, more secure, and more 
customizable.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

ADVANCED SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
CASUAL

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
80/100

CONTROL:
80/100

EAN:
8436603192743

X-ONE Evo Red

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon / Fiber

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Teardrop

REFERENCE

PXONEVORED23

The Nox X-ONE EVO Red 2023 padel racket is perfect for all players. It stands out for its 
consistency and comfort being a fun racket to learn as it is very easy to play with.

It incorporates some of the technologies of pro performance rackets, such as HR3 rubber, 
carbon frame and 3K fiberglass planes makes the X-ONE EVO Red 2023 an excellent choice 
for players looking for a racket with excellent performance at a moderate price.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

CASUAL SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
CASUAL

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
80/100

CONTROL:
80/100

EAN:
8436603192767

SILHOUETTE Casual

350 - 365g

38 mm

Carbon / Fiber

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Round oversized

REFERENCE

PSILHOUT23

Racket specially designed for players who are starting out in padel or at an intermediate 
level. The SILHOUTTE 2023 is an oversized round padel racket that provides a larger sweet 
spot for greater control on slightly over-centered shots. Manufactured with a slightly lower 
weight range for greater maneuverability and a longer grip length to facilitate two-handed 
strokes.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

CASUAL SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
CASUAL

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
80/100

CONTROL:
80/100

EAN:
8436603192774

X-ONE Casual

360 - 375g

38 mm

Carbon / Fiber

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PXONE23

The Nox X-ONE 2023 padel racket is perfect for all players. It stands out for its consistency 
and comfort, being a fun racket with which it is very easy to play with.

It incorporates some of the technologies of high performance rackets such as HR3 rubber, 
carbon frame and 3K fiberglass planes that makes the X-ONE 2023 an excellent choice for 
players looking for a padel racket with excellent performance at a moderate price.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

CASUAL SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
ULTRALIGHT

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
70/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603192712

AT10 Genius Ultralight

300 - 325g

38 mm

Carbon / Fiber

HR2 Core

Fiber Glass 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PATULTLIG23

Introducing the new AT10 Genius Ultra Light 2023 the “younger sister” of Agustin Tapia’s 
AT Genius arena.

The AT10 Genius Ultra Light 2023 is a racket especially suitable for:

Players who, due to physical conditions (epicondylitis, arm injuries, etc ...), want to play with 
a racket of reduced weight.

Junior players who wish to play with a racket of standard dimensions but with a handle 
adapted to their hand size.

Surprising power, agility, strength and ball output of this closed heart padel racket made 
with ultralight materials to reach weights between 300 and 325 gr.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

ULTRALIGHT SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
ULTRALIGHT

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
70/100

CONTROL:
90/100

EAN:
8436603192729

ML10 Pro Cup Ultralight

300 - 325g

38 mm

20% Carbon

HR2 Core

Fiber Glass Silver 3K

Round

REFERENCE

PML10ULTLIG23

ML10 Pro Cup Ultra Light 2023 is Miguel Lamperti’s ML10 Pro Cup 2023 little sister. This 
UltraLight 2023 racket is especially suitable for:

Players who, due to physical conditions (epicondylitis, arm injuries, etc ...), want to play with 
a racket of reduced weight.

Junior players who wish to play with a racket of standard dimensions but with a handle 
adapted to their hand size.

Surprising power, agility, strength and ball output of this closed heart padel racket made 
with ultralight materials to reach weights between 300 and 325 gr.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

ULTRALIGHT SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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SERIES:
JUNIOR

FAMILY:
RACKETS

POWER:
60/100

CONTROL:
80/100

EAN:
8436603192736

AT10 Genius JR by Agustin Tapia

335 - 345g

38 mm

20% Carbon

HR3

Fiber Glass 3K

Teardrop

REFERENCIA

PAT10JR23

Agustin Tapia’s youngest fans now have their racket. A replica of the AT10 Luxury Genius. 
The new AT10 Genius JR 2023 by Agustín Tapia counts with reduced dimensions, grip and 
weight so that the little “geniuses” can enjoy the most on the 20x10.

Certified Quality
Testea Padel certifies the quality of this padel racket against breakage of the frame and the 
faces of the racket as well as the durability of the product against fatigue.

JUNIOR SERIES

LOGISTICS

UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS:
60X40X30 cm

CHARACTERISTICS:

Weight

Width

Frame

Core

Layers

Shape

SECURITY

With the new sequential
security code we will know
the source of the racket and
the retailer who sold it in
order to control the chain of
distribution of the product.
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